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Nonlinear Breakup of a Self-Gravitating Column 
S. K. MALIK, M. SINGH, AND W. WELSH 
Department of Mathematics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada 
Using the method of strained coordinates, a weakly nonlinear theory of the 
breakup of a gravitating column is presented. It is shown that the self-gravitating 
column breaks into the main celestial bodies and their satellites whose dimensions 
are sensitive to the wavenumbers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Chandrasekhar and Fermi 111 (see also Chandrasekhar 121) considered 
the stability of a self-gravitating incompressible-inviscid fluid column. Using 
the first-order perturbation analysis, they found that the axisymmetric distur- 
bances whose wavenumbers (normalized with respect to the radius of the 
column) are less than the cutoff wavenumber k, = 1.0668 render the column 
gravitationally unstable. The existence of the maximum growth rate of 
instability at k = 0.580 was also demonstrated, thereby indicating that the 
disturbances at this wavenumber grow faster than at all other wavenumbers, 
eventually dominating the breakup of the column. Such a breakup would 
occur when the amplitude of the perturbations becomes comparable to the 
column radius and would thus produce uniform astronomical bodies of 
volume 2x2R3/0.580, where R is the. equilibrium radius of the column. It is 
interesting to observe that for a typical astrophysical column of radius 250 
parsecs (7.7 x 10” cm) and density 2 x lO-24 g/cm3, the characteristic time 
of breakup is of the order of lo8 yrs. This phenomenon of breakup is 
regarded as crucial in explaining the appearance of condensation within 
astronomical bodies. 
The investigation described above is somewhat similar to that by Rayleigh 
[ 8 1 in which an inviscid-incompressible fluid jet, held together in equilibrium 
by the capillary forces, breaks into drops. Such a uniform-drop model based 
on linear theory does not explain the experimental observations of Donnelly 
and Glaberson [3] and Rutland and Jameson [9], which show that the jet 
breaks up into large main drops interspersed with the smaller satellite drops 
whose size varies with the wavenumber of the disturbance. This led Yuen 
[ 111 to develop a nonlinear theory for the liquid jet which successfully 
exhibits the existence of the satellites. 
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Encouraged by the success of the nonlinear theory, we have investigated in 
this presentation the breakup of the self-gravitating column by allowing weak 
nonlinearity of the wave amplitude. The method we use is that of strained 
coordinates developed by Poincare [7] and Lighthill [4]. Tassoul and Aubin 
[lo] studied the finite-amplitude unmodulated disturbances in self-gravitating 
media and found that the nonlinear cutoff wavenumber which separates the 
region of stability from that of instability, is amplitude dependent. On the 
other hand, the asymptotic behaviour of weakly nonlinear-dispersive waves 
on the surface of a self-gravitating fluid column with wavenumbers larger 
than the cutoff wavenumber was examined by Malik and Singh [S] showing 
that unlike linear theory the wave train of constant amplitude is unstable 
with respect to modulation. 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the nonlinear evolution of the 
disturbances with wavenumbers less than the critical wavenumber. This 
region is important to the study of the nonlinear breakup. We shall develop a 
third-order nonlinear theory employing the method of strained coordinates. 
The basic equations governing the formulation of the problem and the 
outline of the procedure for solving the nonlinear-initial boundary value 
problem are given in Section 2. Section 3 contains a review of the linear 
problem. The uniformly valid second- and third-order solutions are obtained 
in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. It is demonstrated that the perturbed 
surface of the gravitating column assumes a nonsinusoidal shape resulting in 
secondary waves which are nonharmonic of the fundamental mode. These 
waves are due to energy transfer between the harmonics of different orders. 
The nonlinear breakup times were determined by increasing the time variable 
in the perturbed surface equation until the amplitude attains the value of the 
initial column radius. The breakup points were then calculated numerically. 
On the assumption that the fluid enclosed by the primary wave and the 
secondary wave formed the main body and the satellite, respectively, the 
volumes of these bodies were then obtained by using closed form integration. 
Assuming that the resultant bodies after the breakup would be spherical, 
these volumes were converted into radii of the main bodies and the satellites. 
We find that the sizes of the main bodies as well as the satellites are 
functions of the wavenumber. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We shall consider an inviscid, incompressible, self-gravitating infinitely 
long fluid cylinder of radius R imbedded in vacuum. The physical variables 
are made dimensionless with respect to the characteristic length R and the 
characteristic time (47rpG) - ‘I’, where p is the fluid density. At the time t = 0, 
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an axisymmetric disturbance of amplitude I],, and wavenumber k is imposed 
on the surface r = 1 of the cylinder. The deformed surface is given by 
r=R, + ~,cos(kz), (1) 
where the axis of symmetry has been chosen as the z axis. The conservation 
of mass gives the value of the constant R, as 
R, = (1 - #)r’*. (2) 
Since the motion starts from rest, the flow field generated by the disturbances 
can be assumed to be irrotationai and axisymmetric. The basic equations 
which govern the velocity and the gravitational potentials are 
VQqr, z, t) = 0, (3) 
VV(r, z, t) = 1, (4) 
and 
V*W(r,z,t)=o, (5) 
for 0 < r < 1 + ~(z, t), where ~(z, t) is the distortion of the free surface 
measured from the unperturbed level. At the free surface r = 1 + ~(z, t), the 
boundary conditions become 
(6) 
av aw -=- 
a2 az ’ (8) 
and 
av aw -=- 
ar ar ’ (9) 
with initial conditions 
q(z, 0) = q. cos(kz) + (1 - +,$” - 1, (10) 
(11) 
and 
adz, 0) = o 
at . 
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To investigate the nonlinear stability of the above problem, we shall express 
the various physical quantities as follows: 
(12) 
qr, 2, t) = T tgV,(r, z, t), (13) 
m=o 
(14) 
rl(z, 1) = y r131m(z, t). (15) 
m=0 
We shall assume that the expansions above are uniformly valid for 
-co < z < co, 0 < t < T, where T is related to the breakup time for the 
growing perturbations, and is infinite for the stable oscillations of the 
surface. We now introduce the strained coordinates 
(16) 
(17) 
where v, and k, are chosen so as to get the uniformly valid solutions. The 
evaluation of boundary conditions (6~(9) at the free boundary requires a 
priori information about ~(z, t). To that end, we shall employ Taylor’s 
expansions of the various potentials about Y = 1, leading to the linear and the 
successive nonlinear-partial differential equations of the various orders. The 
problem can be solved for any order with the knowledge of solutions of all 
the previous orders. 
3. LINEAR THEORY 
The first-order problem is given by 
@,=O, (18) 
(19) 
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Let K = k/k,. The boundary conditions at Y = 1 are 
a~, a@, =. VI--- , Fr ar 
a@, v, yg + v, + J) = 0, 
av, aw, --7+q,=o. 
ar 
av, aw, 
ay=ay’ 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
and the initial conditions are 
v,K 0) = cow3, aq,(r, o)p = 0. (24) 
When V, = 1 the solutions for this order, as obtained by Chandrasekhar and 
Fermi [ 11, are 
rl, (5, r> = cosh(w , 5) cos(Kt), (25) 
@, = (w,/K)(Z,(Kr)/Z,(K)) sinh(u, r> cos(K<), (26) 
V, = -Z,(Kr) K,(K) cosh(w, r) cos(Kt), (27) 
and 
W, = -K,(Kr) Z,(K) cosh(o, t) cos(K<), (28) 
where 
0: = K/I&,(K) K,(K) - 3 I, 1, = z,(fWz,(K). (29) 
These solutions indicate that the system is stable for deformations with 
wavenumbers greater than K, = 1.0668, where K, is given by the transcen- 
dental equation 
Z,(K) K,(K) - f = 0. (30) 
We find that the disturbances with wavenumber K greater than K, are 
oscillating-stable travelling waves, whereas they grow in time for K less than 
K,. The value K = K, is the linear-cutoff wavenumber which separates the 
stable from the unstable disturbances. 
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4. SECOND-ORDER SOLUTIONS 
The second-order problem for O(vi) is governed by 
I,[@*] = -2k,k,(a*@,/d~*), 
L[ V,] = -2k,k,(a*V,/a~*), 
L[W,] = -2k2k,(a2w,/ay’), 
with the boundary conditions at r = 1 given by 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
arl2 3% V’~-~= arl, a*@, 42 7g + VI a@, 2r1, ---__ c&.2 x x ’ 
a@* V,F$ v,++ 2@1 au, 1 * a*@, -- 
* ar vI---~I-)71vl 
-; [ (J3)*2: (2&2,, 2rar 
av, aw, 
i 
a*w, 225 i 
--7+57*=77j --- 
2r ar2 ar2 +TV:T 1 
av, aw, a aw, av, ---= 
“r 2r ar ’ ! 
--- 
a< a< 1 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
and the initial conditions being 
+,(r, q/at= 0. (38) 
To obtain the solution, we shall assume 
V2(6 r> = B22(7) co@KC) + D,(r), (39) 
where D*(r) accounts for the conservation of mass. Using Eqs. (25)-(29) in 
(31~(39), we obtain the uniformly valid second-order solutions 
G(5) = a,, cosh(w, T) + b,, cosh(2m, r) + c2*, (40) 
+ P2dz) Z,Wr) 
2K Z,(2K) 
sinh(2or r) 
I 
cos(2Kt) + F’(T), (41) 
V,(r, 6 4 = Vzz(t) cos(2Kr)(Z,(2Kr)/Z,(2K)), (42) 
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and 
W,(r. 5, r> = W,,(r) cos(2Kr)(K,(2Kr/K,(2K)), (43) 
where 
b,, = (K/2(w; - 4~:) Zb)[KK,(2K) 1,(2K) -H,(K) K,(K) 
+ (~:/2){3 -uz, + 41,)1 -i, 1 (44) 
1, = (~,cw/~,(W)~ (45) 
C 22 = wwm - ~~,W)&(fo + G4w + 43 
+ 5ww K,(2K)(2K(K,(2K)/K,(2K)) - I)]> (46) 
a 22 = -@,, + cz,X (47) 
D,(r) = - ;(cosh(2o, r) + I), (48) 
P,,(r) = (w/4)(1 - 2KI,), (49) 
F(T) = - $(o# - z;, - 2KZ,(K) K,(K)] 5 
- (1/16w,)[w:(3 +I:) - 2KZ,(K)K,(K)] sinh(2w, t), (50) 
V,,(T) = -MW WWI a,, cosh(w, r) + (b,, + S,,) cosh(2w, r) cz2 + Sz2 J. 
(51) 
S,,(T) = f 11 - w~,Pw/43(2~))1~ 
W,,(T) = I/,,(r) - $(cosh(2w, r) c l), (52) 
and 
0: = (2K/Z,)(Z,(2K) K,(2K) - g. (53) 
Unlike the linearised theory, Eq. (39) reveals that the surface deformation is 
nonsinusoidal in view of the presence of a second harmonic and an axial- 
dependent term whose growth rates are different from the fundamental 
harmonic. The nonlinearity also affects the cutoff wavenumber which 
separates the stable from the unstable disturbances. It was shown by Tassoul 
and Aubin [ lo], and Malik and Singh [6] that the nonlinear-cutoff 
wavenumber is amplitude dependent, given by 
k, = k, + I?; k, = k,( 1 + 0.34368~;), 
where k, represents the cutoff wavenumber predicted by the linear theory. 
The perturbations with wavenumber equal to k,, therefore, continue to grow 
according to the nonlinear theory, 
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5. THIRD-ORDER PROBLEM 
With the use of the first- and second-order solutions already obtained, the 
third-order problem is furnished by 
L(@J = 2k,k,K(Z,(Kr)/Z,(K)) sinh(w, r) cos(K<), (54) 
L( V3) = -2k, k, K*Z,,(Kr) K,(K) cosh(o, r) cos(K<), (55) 
L( W,) = -2k, k, K*Z,(K) K,(Kr) cosh(w , t) cos(K<), (56) 
and the boundary conditions at r = 1 are 
a, a@, -- -= P,,(7) cos(Kr) + P,,(7) cos(3Kr), 
a7 i3r (57) 
$ + V, + + q3 = Q,,(7) cos(Kt) + Q,,(7) cos(3KO 
and 
av, aw, 
-- T$- + rl3 = R,,(7) COW) t R,,(7) cos(3K<), 
ar 
(58) 
(59) 
av, aw, -- - = S,,(7) sin(K<) + S,,(t) sin(3Kl), 
x x 
(60) 
where P, Q, R, and S are given in the appendix. The initial conditions are 
v3(& 0) = 0, @,(t-, q/a7 = 0. (61) 
Equations (54)-(56) yield the particular solutions 
@3p = k3~I(rZI(Kr)/ZO(K)) sinh(w, 7) cos(K(), 
V,, = -k,KrZ,(Kr) K,(K) cosh(w, 7) cos(K(-), 
and 
(62) 
(63) 
W,, = k, KrK, (Kr) Z,,(K) cosh(w ,7) cos(K<). 
We shall now assume 
(64) 
r/At, 7) = B,,(7) cos(Kt) t B,,(7) cos(3Kt). (65) 
The expressions for Q3, V,, and W, which satisfy (54~(57) and (59~(65) 
are 
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I,W) + P,,(r) - k,o, KI, sinh(ccl, r)} ~ 
k’z,W) 
V, = -1 {(By, + v,,(z))(l,(Kr)Il,(K)) + WW,W)l~,W))J z,(K) KoW) 
x cos(Kt) + (Bdr) + V,,(T))~,(~K~)K,(~K) cos(3Kt)j, (67) 
WA = -[{@3,(r) + V,,(t) + w,,(r))(K,(Kr)IK,(K)) 
- bWK,(~~)/K,(K))l how)& co@3 
+ (B,,(s) + V,,(r) + W,,(~))~,(3K)K,(3Kr) cos(3fX)], (68) 
where 
V,,(z)= J’j,, coshCu,r)+ V,,,coWzr)+ V,,,coWw,r) 
+ v,,, cosh(w , r), (69) 
V,,(r) = V,,, CoshCu, 7) + V,,, coshCu,r) + V,,, CoshW, 5) 
+ v334 cosh(w, r), (70) 
W,,(r)= (1/4~,(K)K,(K))l~,, cosG,7) + a22 coshCu2t) 
+ (4kc, + a - i) cosh(w, r) + (6,, - +) cosh(3o, r)], (7 1) 
W,,(r)= (1/41,(3K)K,(3K))[a,,(coshOl,r) + cosWz~)> 
+ (a + ;) cosh(w, 7) + (b,, + &) cosh(3w, t)]. (72) 
The various symbols appearing above and in the subsequent pages are 
defined in the appendix. 
Substituting (65), (69), into (58) and equating the coefficients of cos(K<), 
we get the following differential equation for B,,(r): 
= IP~P~,, + h,, + V~~,ZoW>&W))W,l 
x cosW,r) + 1~2~312 + (q3,2 +V,,,z,(K)K,(K))(KIZ,)l coshCu,r) 
+ [3WPm + (q 313 + y3,3r,(K)K,(K))(KII,)l cosh(3wl~) 
+ I~,Pw + @x,4 + VnJoWKoW + WZ,W)K,(K))KI~, 
+ w:Kk,(Z, - (l/1,>)] cosh(w, r). (74) 
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The constant v, can be found by requiring q3 to be stable for K > K,, 
therefore, the coeffkient of the cos(o, t) term in (74) is set equal to zero, 
v3 = i Iy( 1 + KZ,) - @K/Z,) -P{ (K/Z,) - ‘XI, + 1 }] 
+ &[ 8 - KZ, + 9(K/I,)] + :Kk,(Z, - (l/Z,)) 
+ $[ (2KI, (X) K&K)/(Z&K) K,W) - ;I)(5 - 1: - 4Z,Z,) K/Z, 13 
(75) 
where 
k, = 0.36663. (76) 
Similarly, equating the coefficients of cos(3K<), we obtain a differential 
equation involving B,,(r). The solutions for B,,(r) and B,,(r) are 
B,,(t) = a31 cosh(m,,t) + b3, cash@, r) + c3, cosh&r) 
+ d,, cosh(3w, r), 
B,,(t) = a33 cosh(u,, r) + b,, coshC,a, r) + c33 coshQ?r) 
+ d,, cosh(3w, r) + e33 cosh(w, t), 
(77) 
(78) 
where 
a 31 = -@31 + c3, + d31)r (79) 
&I = bu1311 + h,, + V31,Zo(K>K,(K))K/Z,l01: - w:)-‘7 (80) 
~31 = [fluzz-%,z + C&u + V3,2Zo(K>K,(K))K/Z,lCu: - w:>-‘3 (81) 
d3, = 13~,~3,3 + (q3,3 + ~~,~Z~(K>K,(K))K/Z,I(~U:)-‘, (82) 
a 33 = -@33 + cj3 + d3, + e3)h (83) 
b33 = [PIP~~I + @x31 + v,,,Z,(K)K,(K))KI,lCu: -o:>-‘, (84) 
~33 = h’332 + (h + (q3n + V33*10(K)Ko(K))KZ,l01: - 0%‘7 (85) 
d33 = [3@,h, + km + v,,,Z,(K)K,(K))KZ,1(9w: +:I-‘, (86) 
e 33 = I~,&34 + km + vdo(K) K,(K)) Kl,](w: - d-‘. (87) 
6. DISCUSSION 
Thus, the distortion of the free surface including the fundamental, the 
second order and the third order is given by 
1.601 
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F 0.00 A-- 0.00 
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-0.80 
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-1.20-1 
FIG. 1. Wave profiles at breakup for the wave numbers K = 0.1 (-); K = 0.2 (---): 
K = 0.3 (----); and K = 0.4 (---) (q = 0.01). 
1.60 
1.20 1 
FIG. 2. Wave profiles at breakup for the wave numbers K = 0.5 (-); K = 0.6 (---): 
K = 0.7 (----): and K = 0.8 (---) (q,, = 0.01). 
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= q. cos(K<) cosh(w, r) + v;[B,,(t) cos(2K<) - $ (cosh(2cu, r) + 1) ] 
+ r;p3,w COW<) + B,,(T) cos(3WL w-9 
where 
K=k/k,, t = k,z, t = vi 
with 
k, = k, + &k, and v= 1 + &. 
The appearance of various harmonics in (88), in addition to the fundamental 
harmonic is the result of energy transfer from the fundamental and lower- 
order harmonics to those of higher orders. For selected values of the 
wavenumbers, the time in Eq. (88) was increased when the deepest rough in 
the surface coincides with the axis of the gravitating column. With this 
criterion for the breakup time, a numerical search was developed for the 
breakup point. The volume of the liquid contained by the primary wave crest 
1.601 
-1.20-1 
FIG. 3. Wave profiles at breakup for the wave numbers K = 0.9 (-); K = 1.0 (---); and 
K = 1.05 (---) (a,, = 0.01). 
409/89/2-3 
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0.001, 
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k 
FIG. 4. The predicted main body (-) and satellite (---) sizes from the breakup of the 
self-gravitational column. 
and the secondary wave was computed by closed form integration. These 
volumes were then converted to the main body and the satellite radii, 
postulating that the resultant configurations would be spherical. It was 
assumed that the liquid enclosed in the primary wave crest formed the main 
celestial body, whereas that under the secondary wave formed its satellite. It 
was interesting to observe that the initial amplitude (‘lo ranging from 
lo-‘-lo-“) has no significant effect on the celestial bodies so formed. 
The behaviour of the nonlinear-surface wave profiles is described in Figs. 
1-3, whereas the variation of the radii of the main and satellite bodies vs. the 
wavenumbers is shown in Fig. 4. The radii of the main bodies continue to 
decrease with an increase in the value of K until K = 0.6, where the 
minimum is achieved. For K > 0.6, there is a slight rise in the wave profiles 
followed by a slow decrease. The satellites radii, however, continue to 
decrease with an increase in K until K = 0.7 after which they slowly 
decrease. It is interesting to note that the satellites are formed for all values 
of K ranging from K = 0 to K = K,. As expected, at K = K, the numerical 
calculations furnish no breakup time. This search for the breakup time was 
extended out until r was approximately one thousand. 
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APPENDIX 
The quantities P, Q, R, and S appearing in Eqs. (57)--(60) are 
P,,(r) =p311 sinh@,r) +P~,~ sinh@,z) +p3,3 sinh(3o,z) +P~,~ sinh(w,T), 
Pj3(z) =p331 sinh@, r> +p332 sinh&,r) +p333 sinWw, 7) +p334 sinh(w, ~1, 
Q3,(G = q31, coshb, r) + q3,z cmM,u,~) + q3,3 cosh(3w, r) + q3,4 cosh(m, T), 
Q,,(r) = q33, cosh(,u, 5) + q332 cash@, z> + q333 cosh(3w, r) + q334 cosh(w, T>, 
R,l(~) = r311 cash@, z) + r3,* cosh@,z) + r3,3 cosh(3w, r) + r314 cosh(w, r), 
R,,(r) = r,31 cosh&,T) + r332 cosh(u,t) + rjx3 cosh(3w, 5) + r334 cosh(o, r), 
S,,(r) = s3,, cosh&,r) + sjL2 coshC,u,t) + s3,3 cash@, r) + s3,4 cosh(w,t), 
S,,(t) = s33, cosh@,r) + sjx2 cosh@,t) t s,,, cosh@o,r) t sj34 cosh(o,r), 
where 
P,=W2+W,, 
2 2 
,&,=~2-01, 
a = b,, + 2c,,, 
p2=02--o,, 
P= 2b,, t @P,,, 
4 = (Z,(3K)/Zd3K))9 J= 1-3KZ,, 
co: = 3KZ,[Z,(3K) K,(3K) - 41, 
P 311 = (%2/4W(@2Zb - WlZJ -Pu,L 
P 312 = (aZ2/4)[K(olzo -+ 02zb)-k17 
P 313 = a[b,,(2KZb - 3 -KZ,) co, - P,,(l - KI,)] 
+ (wl/32)[k2 t 8 - 5KZ,], 
/13=w:tw:, 
y=bzz-'%2, 
L= 1 +z,z,, 
P 314 = (0,/32)[8@(KZ, - 1) + 8y(l + KI,) + K2 + 8 - 5KZ, - 32V,], 
P 3x1= @22/4)l3K(~,~a + ~2ltJ-,ll,lr 
P332 = (aZZ/4)i3K(w2’b - wlza) -p21, 
P 333 = (w,/4)v(3KZ, - 1) - Jb,, -t (3K2/8) + i -K&/8], 
P 334 = (w1/4)[j?(3KZb - 1) t yJ t 3K2/8 + ; - K1,/8], 
4 311 = +~,/~)[,u, + o,w,Z,Z, - 2KZ,(2K) K,(2K) - KZ,(K) K,(K) + f], 
q3,z = -@,,/4)[/+ - ~4~2Zol~ - 2K~,W)&,W) -KZ,(K)K,(K) + fh 
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q3,3 = - ~[80$(2 + L) t 8w:b,, + llw:(KI, - l)] 
+ bl W,(K) K,(K) - i)(b,, - t> + (3K/8)(Kz,(K) K,(K) 
- Z,(K) K,(K)) + 2Kz,(2K) &,WW,, + $ - (K/4) K,(2K)lK,(2K)) I, 
q314 = - &[80;/3(2 -L) + 8 au; + w;(v3 32K-‘I, + KZ, - 9)] 
+ blWW)K,(K) - +>(a - i) 
+ WVWKZoW) K,(K) - Z,(K) K,(K))1 
t $KZ,(X) K,(2K)(a t .ij - (3K,‘4) K,(2K)/Ko(2K))], 
9 331 = -(%/4)1d + ~1 w2 L - 2KZ, (2K) K,(2K) - KZ,(K) K,(K) + f 1, 
9 332 = -(a22/4)[d - w, w,L - 2KZ,(2K) K,(2K) - KZ,(K) K,,(K) + 41, 
9 333 = - &[8b2p; + 8&?(4 -L) $ w;(KZ, - 3)] 
+ : l2KZ,W) K,PKW,, + $ - (K/4) K,WW,GW) 
+ W,W)K,(K) - 8 b,, + (WW,(K) -Z,(K)) K,(K)l~ 
9 334 = - &[8a~; + 8~:pL - w:J] + ;((Kz,(K)K,(K) - ;) a 
+ W/8 WoW - 1, (K)) K,(K) + 2KZ, WI K&K) 
x (a + i! - (W3) K,W)/K,(W)l, 
‘311 = r3,2 = -a2,Pl r331 = r332 = -a22/49 
r 313 = - $(b,, + (K2/8) - $), r333 = - i(b,, + (3K2/8)), 
r 3,4 = - $(a + (3K2/8) - i), r334 = - +(a + (9K2/8)), 
s31, = s312 = -Ka,,/4, ~33, = ~332 = -3Ka,,/4, 
s 313 = -WM,, - $1, S 333 = - WPW,, + &I 
S 3L4 = -(K/4)@ - fh S 334 = -W4)(a + $). 
The amplitude functions appearing in (69), (70) are given by 
V3,, = V3,2 = -(a,,I4)(K(K,(K)/K,(K)) - lh 
v,,, = - i[WWW,(W)@,, - $I- (b,, - f + W2/W 
V,,, = {[(a - 4 + (3K2/8)) - K(4k, + a - i>K,(K)/K,(K)], 
V - ‘332 = 33, -(3K(K,WWGiW)) - I>- 
V,,, = - a[3K(K,(3K)/K,(3K))(b,, + +> - h + (K2/4)1, 
V,,, = - i [3K(K,(3K)/Ko(3K))(a + f) - (a t 9K*/8))]. 
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